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Executive Summary
Korkus are an important tribe of Central India, mainly inhabiting the Melghat region
spread over the three states of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Chhattisgarh.
Majority of Korkus are settled in Madhya Pradesh across the districts of Khandwa,
Betul, Chhindwara, Sehore, Hoshangabad and Dewas. Korku tribals have their own
dialect, which is recognized in UNCESCO’s Atlas as an endangered language.
Although Korkus have a sizable population in Melghat, they have not been accorded
adequate attention in government policies and programmes. There is further lack of
in-depth literature or comprehensive studies on their social, economic and cultural
traditions and practices and identification of areas for future intervention to improve
their lives.
In order to understand Korku tribe of Madhya Pradesh, identify livelihood and other
issues faced by them and suggest areas for future intervention, Green Globe has
undertaken livelihood analysis and needs assessment of households among Korkus.
This report is the culmination of the field visits done by our team and inputs from the
NGO Spandan over last one year among Korku households in Khalwa Block, Khandwa
district of Madhya Pradesh. The objective of this study is to develop in-depth
understanding of lives of these tribes including their socio-economic characteristics,
assess income, consumption, and employment patterns, to document the problems
with respect to education, financial inclusion, food security and health and highlight
key areas for intervention to improve their lives.
As revealed in the report, large numbers of Korkus are dependent on agriculture and
forest produce for their livelihood. Majority of them have very small landholdings with
limited subsistence farming and are forced to work as agricultural labourers. Acute
shortage of water every year in summer season, debts and poor returns from farming
have forced them to migrate to far-flung cities and towns in search of livelihood. The
literacy rate among them is poor, which leads to very low awareness regarding various
government schemes. Also, insufficient documents have made many households
ineligible to apply for existing schemes.
One of the major problems faced by Korkus is acute shortage of water due to erratic
rainfall patterns. They are highly dependent on ground water and open wells for
drinking water. This has severe impacts on agriculture and food security becomes
the foremost issue. Other challenging areas are nutrition, health and sanitation.
Though malnutrition rate has reduced considerably over the last few decades, number
of malnourished children continues to be high. Access to health services is poor and
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households do not prefer government hospitals as doctors are not easily accessible
and private doctors are not affordable. With changing climate, food and water
security, health and nutrition are going to be the key challenges for this tribe in the
near future.
The needs assessment study further reveals rich information and data about the
present-day status of Korku tribe and the transition and adaptation efforts put in by
them. The study also captures the perceptions of the influential persons from the
community and their views on future development path.
Based on this
comprehensive study, series of key interventions are identified which, if implemented,
would have the potential to bring about positive impacts on the lives of Korku tribe.
We believe that this study will help in drawing attention to this tribe and help design
future CSR and donor programme interventions for them.
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Introduction
Madhya Pradesh holds the first rank among all the States and Union Territories in
terms of Scheduled Tribe (ST) population. The State has 46 recognized and registered
Scheduled Tribes out of which Korku tribe is an important tribe. Majority of the ST
population in Madhya Pradesh still lives in rural areas and agriculture continues to
be the main source of employment and livelihood. As per Census 2011, 85.6% of the
total workers in rural areas of the state are dependent on agriculture. Within the
state, there are significant regional inequalities, with extremely high poverty levels in
tribal districts. For Scheduled Tribes (STs) and Scheduled Castes (SCs), the poverty
levels are at 59 percent and 43 percent respectively.
Korku tribe inhabits the Melghat region of Central India spanning over Madhya
Pradesh, Maharashtra and Chhattisgarh. However, majority of Korkus live in Madhya
Pradesh (refer to Table 1 below) and are predominantly settled in Khandwa and
neighbouring districts such as Betul, Chhindwara, Sehore, Hoshangabad and Dewas
(Misra, 1992). In Khandwa district, Khalwa block has sizable Korku population
although district-wise demographic details of Korkus are not available. Within the
Korku tribe, there are five sub-groups, viz, Bopchi, Mouasi, Nahul, Bondhi and
Bondeya.
Table 1: Korkus place of habitation and population (Census 2011)
Place of Habitation
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Chhattisgarh
Total

Total
730,847
264,492
484
995,823

Population
Male
372,552
134,931
245
507,728

Female
358,295
129,561
239
488,095

Source: Statistical Profile of Scheduled Tribes in India 2013

Large number of tribal Korku population is settled in Khandwa District, which lies in
the Nimar region of Madhya Pradesh. The Narmada river forms part of the northern
boundary and the Satpura Mountain Range forms the southern boundary of the
district. The District lies, for the most part, on the uplands between the valleys of the
two major rivers – Narmada and Tapti, which flow parallel from east to west through
the District (refer to Figure 1 below). The major natural divisions of the District
correspond to the two distinct physiographic divisions, viz., Narmada valley and
Satpura ranges. The drainage of the District falls under the Narmada and the Tapti
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river systems. The total geographical area of the district is 735,200 hectares out of
which 281,842 hectares is a forest area.
Figure 1: Map of Khandwa district

Source: Directorate of Census Operations, 2011

The district is bounded on the east by Betul and Hoshangabad districts, Burhanpur
district on south, on the west by West Nimar district and on the north by Dewas
district, where Korku population in small numbers exists to this date. The district for
its administrative convenience has been divided into five tehsils or blocks, namely,
Khandwa, Pandhana, Harsud, Punasa and Khalwa. Large number of Korku
population is settled in the Khalwa block as per the anecdotal insights provided by
the NGO Spandan working for the welfare of Korku tribe for more than a decade.
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Profile of Korku Tribes
History of Korkus
Korku tribes have inhabited Melghat region for many generations which comprises
present day Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. Korkus traditionally practiced
shifting cultivation. Their other sources of food were edible forest produce and
hunting of wild animals to meet dietary protein requirement. After a complete ban on
shifting cultivation in 1872 and prohibition on animal hunting by the British Rulers,
there was a huge impact on food availability of these tribes. This resulted in great
depletion in the quantity of animal protein available to them and increased their
dependence on vegetarian diet. Under these circumstances, the Korkus started facing
serious problems of non- availability of food and were forced to take up agriculture
for their food security. As the soil in the region was rocky, they could only produce
coarse grains in that land. Before the ban, there was no dearth of foodstuffs for the
tribal community, as they used to get sufficient meat and vegetable produce from the
forests. Their old style of gathering food helped them to get balanced and nutritious
diet from their natural surroundings. In the changed circumstances, the Korkus were
deprived of the kind of food that could fulfill the requirement of essential nutrients
such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, mineral salts and vitamins. In the absence of
nutritious food, the tribals have since been suffering from severe malnutrition (Tiwari
et al. 1989). This is true of not only Korkus but other tribes in Melghat as well.
Geographical location
Significant population of Korku tribe is settled predominantly in Khalwa block (Refer
to Figure 2 below) of Khandwa district. Khalwa Block covers an area of 104,165
hectares. It consists of 86 Gram panchayats, 146 villages and 42,183 households.
The total population, according to the Census 2011, was 222,512. The population
density in Khalwa block is 213 persons/ km². The share of the ST population in the
block is 70%, which is the highest compared to the other blocks.
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Table 2: Population data for Khalwa block

Number of
No. of
villages
households
(Inhabited)
146

42183

Population
Persons

Scheduled
Castes

Scheduled
Tribes

Males

Females

222512

10978

153904

58750

37159

Source: Directorate of Census Operations, 2011

Figure 2: Map of Khalwa Block

Source: (Directorate of Census Operations, 2011)
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Agro-climatic profile and resource base
The Korku population settled for numerous generations in Khalwa block has
witnessed dramatic variation in the weather patterns over last few decades. This has
adversely affected their cropping pattern and overall farming output. The district
administration has classified the soil as a medium black soil under the broad
classification of soils of India and it is a low fertility soil. Stone, Murum and Sand are
the minor minerals available in this soil. This region falls under the drier parts of
India. Average annual rainfall in the district is only 777.6 mm (refer to Table 3 below).
The maximum temperature recorded in the month of May is 42°C and minimum
recorded in the month of December is 10°C.
The northern part of the district receives more rainfall than the southern part, where
Khalwa block lies. The monsoon season starts approximately by third week of June
every year and extends up to early October (Central Institute for Dryland Agriculture,
2010-2011).
Table 3: Agro-climatic information of Khalwa block
Climate

Agroclimatic
region

Soil Type

Semiarid

Western
Plateau &
Hills region

Deep
medium
black soil

Avg.
Cultivable
Annual
area
Rainfall (‘000 ha)
(m.m.)
777.6

302.5

Net
Sown
Area
(‘000
ha)

Net
irrigated
area
(‘000 ha)

Rain
fed
area
(‘000
ha)

300.6

122.8

119.7

Source: Central Institute for Dryland Agriculture, 2010-2011

Almost 99% of the cultivable area is used for farming. However, the net irrigated area
is only 40% of the total cultivable area in Khalwa block. Remaining 60% area is
dependent solely on the rainfall. There are different sources of irrigation. 63% of
irrigated area is dependent on open wells. The Korku community living in the villages
of Khalwa block are mainly dependent on wells, river streams and water ponds for
the source of water.
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Figure 3: Water scarcity in Khalwa

Source: Picture courtesy Green Globe Team

As the farmland is mostly rain fed, Kharif crops like maize and jowar are very
important as a food source. The second major growing season is Rabi wherein the
most important crop grown is wheat. After sowing wheat in the month of NovemberDecember, there is no other work left in the farms, as scarcity of water does not allow
Korkus to cultivate another crop.
Till as recently as 2015, soybean was grown by majority of Korku farmers as a cash
crop. However, it has been discontinued by majority of farmers due to consistent crop
failure. Many interviewed Korku farmers blamed change in climatic conditions such
as irregular rainfall with thunderstorms for destruction of soybean crop every year in
recent years.
Overall agricultural production has been harmed by excessive use of chemical
fertilizers according to a few farmers interviewed in Ambapat village. These farmers
also explained how farmers have been resorting to excessive use of chemical fertilizers
to maximize the yield. Farmers are thinking only short-term in terms of rapidly
increasing the yields for more profits and to repay old debts. However, they are not
aware of consequences of excessive use of chemical fertilizers on the soil. It has
ultimately reduced the soil fertility and affected farm production.
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Figure 4: Dry farmlands

Source: Picture taken during rabi season in Khalwa block (courtesy Spandan Team)

Literary levels among Korkus
Tribals belonging to the Melghat region speak dialects which belong to the AustroAsiatic linguistic group. The Korku dialect is one such dialect and is highlighted in
UNESCO’s Atlas as an endangered language. Efforts have been made at the local level
by NGOs like Spandan to preserve this dialect by introducing children to it at an early
stage of learning.
Figure 5: Children being taught Korku dialect

Source: Picture taken in local school (courtesy Spandan Team)
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As for formal education, the male literacy rate in Khalwa block is 61% and the female
literacy rate is only 38%. Literacy levels for Korku tribe as a whole are much lower
than the district literacy rates and literatcy rates among other Schedules Tribes in
Madhay Pradesh. This can be seen in the planning commission study published in
2013 (refer table 4 below).
Table 4: Literacy rates among tribes in Madhya Pradesh
Overall (State)
%
70.6
60.0

Persons
Females

All STs (State)
%
41.2
28.4

Korku
%
38.8
24.5

Source: Planning Commission Study 2013

The data on levels of education among all Scheduled Tribes and Korku in Madhya
Pradesh (refer below table 5) shows that 56% of Korkus have received only ‘below
primary’ level education and 23% have completed primary level schooling. Only 3.6%
have completed higher secondary or matriculate education. Only 0.5% are graduates.
It must also be noted that no Korkus have received technical education. This affects
their employment potential and is something that the state government needs to focus
on urgently. If Korkus and other STs in the state have to be given alternate sources
of livelihood besides farming, skill development and technical education needs to be
stressed upon.

Table 5: Education levels among STs in Madhya Pradesh
Schedule
Tribe

All STs
(State)
Korku

Literate
Below Primary
without
Primary
educational
level

Middle

Matric/Secondary Technical
Higher
& Non/Intermediate
technical
diploma

Graduate
& above

10.8

46.5

24.8

9.7

6.6

0.1

1.4

10.1

56.0

22.9

6.8

3.6

0.0

0.5

Source: Govt. of Madhya Pradesh

For those who complete schooling, no employment opportunities are available nearby.
As shared by the Sarpanch (Village head) of Dhakochi Gram Panchayat, after
completing schooling, there is a trend among Korku youth to form groups and leave
the village in search of employment to nearby industrial towns. Even the parents are
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sometimes not aware of their whereabouts, type of work they engage in and their
plans to return home. At times there are agents who promise jobs to the youth and
take them away from villages to work as labourers on construction sites. They suffer
hardships and are not able to contact the families back home for months together.
This type of forced migration is a matter of grave concern for Korku families.
Life of students who want to educate themselves is also filled with lot of hardships.
In order to attend college for higher education, students are required to travel around
60 kilometers to Khandwa district headquarters. Students prefer this governmentrun college due to cheaper cost of education compared to nearby private colleges
which charge fees that are three times higher than government-run institutes. Youth
from Korku community very often opt for courses such as Diploma in education in
the hope that they will become teachers in local schools.
Sources of livelihood
A study conducted by Planning Commission in 2013 (refer to table 6 below) shows
that large number of Korkus (54.5%) work as an agricultural labourers, compared to
the overall STs population in Madhya Pradesh. 38.8% have their own land to work as
cultivators. Very few of them work either in household-run industries or other
occupations.
Table 6: Percentage of workers among STs in economic categories
Economic Category
Cultivators
Agricultural Labourers
Household Industry (HHI)
workers
Other Workers

All STs (State)
%
46.8
42.1
1.1

Korku
%
38.8
54.5
1.5

10

5.2

Source: Planning Commission Study 2013

Agriculture is, thus, the predominant occupation of Korku tribes. Korkus living in
Khalwa block are small and marginal farmers. Average land holding is not more than
5 acres and remains undivided even with the new generations. From every household,
at least two-thirds of the people are involved in agricultural activities. Involvement of
women in agriculture is very high. They actively support their men in the fields during
sowing and harvesting season without compromising on daily household work. Farm
produce is mainly used for self-consumption. Very few Korku farmers sowing cash
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crops like soya bean are able to sell the produce at the local market. The average
annual income of Korku households is generally Rs. 30,000-40,000.
There is an acute shortage of water and scarcity is faced from the start of summer
season every year. Debts and poor returns from farming are forcing Korkus to migrate
to nearby industrial towns of Maharashtra and Gujarat in search of livelihood. Every
Korku family has a few members working outside their district and/or state to
support family earnings.
Korku migrant farmers, in search of livelihood, often end up working as labourers on
construction sites. Some farmers return for harvesting their wheat crop during
March, as they also get a chance to meet their family members. To repay debts, few
Korkus also work as agricultural labourers for a shorter period in neighbouring
villages.
Agents organizing work for migrant youth and taking them to far-off places are a
cause of grave concern among Korkus. Migrant labourers often find themselves in
exploitative situations with very low wages. Their identity papers such as Aadhar
cards, are in the possession of agents and they are not able to return home without
the permission of these unscrupulous agents. NGOs working with Korku tribes along
with village elders and local police stations are trying to generate more awareness
among youth and their families to avoid falling prey to such agents in order to migrate
for livelihood opportunities.
Figure 6: Village store

Source: Picture courtesy Green Globe Team
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Besides agriculture, some families also engage in household-based industries. For
example, in every habitation of 60-70 households, there are 2-3 local general stores
run by local families in front of their houses. This becomes an additional source of
income. However, families cannot entire depend on such sources as recurring costs
such as transportation and investment in goods is quite high compared to the returns.
Some Korkus also work as porters for unloading trucks and earn between Rs. 100500 per day in the Khalwa market, which is the nearest wholesale market and ready
source of labour.
None of interviewed villagers are aware of anyone from their community working in a
higher position with the government at the district or state level. They are aware of
some Korkus working as peons or helpers in government offices or as guards in the
forest department. Few educated Korku members are also engaged as temporary
teachers in government schools on contract basis.
Government schemes
Quite a few Central and State Government schemes have been implemented in
Khalwa block to help Korkus. While some have directly benefited Korku households,
others have brought about changes in their way of life which they are not happy with.
Under the Central Government housing initiative, Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojna
(PMAY), Korku households have been given financial incentives to build houses in
their villages. The new houses are small in size and are built with concrete roof, in
order to be eligible for the incentive money under the scheme. The houses built earlier
had an aangan (open space or garden) outside their house where cattle were kept in
a shed and houses were interconnected in a row with a common wall between two
houses. However, houses built under PMAY scheme do not have the same design and
is adversely affecting Korkus’ original way of living and housing culture.
The new houses are also not suitable for the climate in this region. Concrete roof
absorbs heat quickly compared to the roof of traditional houses which are built using
earthen clay. Traditional houses remained cool in summer and warm in severe
winters due to the construction material and design. The earthen clay roof used
absorbed all the heat from the direct Sun. New houses with concrete roof require
ceiling fans to cool them down. They are also not suitable for the community living
that Korkus are used to.
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Figure 7: Typical Korku house

Source: Picture courtesy Green Globe Team
Figure 8: New house built under central scheme

Photo: House built under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana, Khalwa Block
(Courtesy Green Globe Team)

Through another central government mission, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan-Rural, almost
every household in Korku villages now has access to toilet. However, regular usage of
such built toilets is still an issue. Less than 30% villagers use toilets regularly. Others
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still use open fields. The reasons for low adoption of modern toilets have been
discussed by villages themselves. According to them, there were no awareness and
behavioural change campaigns carried out in their villages to sensitize the community
about importance of toilet usage and hygiene management. Secondly, more than 40%
toilets are not functioning because of substandard quality toilets built by local
contractors and non-availability of water during summer season. To achieve
sustained use of toilets and make villages truly open defecation free, alternative
technology options need to be explored in this area.
Figure 9: Toilet built under Swachh Bharat Mission

Photo: Non-functioning toilet, Khalwa Block
(Picture courtesy Green Globe Team)

Under Ujwala scheme of Central Government, Korku women initially enjoyed
smokeless cooking by using gas cylinder distributed freely to them. However, after
using up the free cylinder, they have again switched over to the traditional cooking
stove. Affordability is the main reason for not buying the second gas cylinder and easy
availability of firewood is another reason for quickly switching over to traditional
stoves. Cooking gas is simply costlier compared to the free firewood available in
neighbouring forests.
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For few other schemes implemented by the state government, for example, Kapildhara
scheme, few farmers who were close to Sarpanch and Panchayat Sachiv (govt. official)
could get benefits without their documents being rejected. For this scheme, a farmer
is eligible for a subsidy of Rs. 250,000 to construct an individual well for his
household and irrigation activity. Very few Korku families have benefitted from this
scheme.
For education of Korkurs, the tribal department in the district is more focused on
children and is utilizing the funds of the Central and State Government for betterment
of education. They have started implementation of schemes like Kanya Shiksha
Parisar for tribal girl students, Eklavya Awasya Schools and Ashram schools specially
for the tribal children. But due to the limited number of seats in each school, many
tribal students miss the opportunity to learn and get support from government
institutions.
Similarly, to increase employment, tribal department had also earlier started Awaliya
Forest Skill Centre in collaboration with the Forest department. However, this centre
has recently been closed due to lack of employment opportunities for the particular
skills they focus upon. To promote tribal entrepreneurs, financial and technical
assistance for development is covered under Udyami Vikas Sansthan, an institution
of State Tribal Department. However, no information regarding such provisions and
support have been reached Korku tribals as per the information shared by the
community members during discussions with Green Globe and Spandan team.
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Resource base and livelihood systems
Korkus are totally dependent upon the natural capital for their survival and economic
wellbeing. For them, land resources as well as water resources are an integral part of
their life. However, there is little awareness about conservation and sustainability of
these resources among Korku tribes. Government and NGOs have provided some
support to develop social, physical and human capital of Korkus through different
schemes. However, focus on natural resources is still lacking. Korkus also lag behind
in economic parameters due to lack of financial capital, mainly due to their remote
location and poor education. In this section, detailed analysis of their resource base
and livelihood systems is carried out based on discussions with them as well as
information shared by NGOs working with them. This analysis has helped us in
identifying specific programme interventions required for these communities to
improve their life and have a real chance of moving towards sustainable growth in
future.
“Understanding the livelihood systems of the poor is crucial to effective
poverty reduction. The livelihood system is made up of very diverse
elements which taken together constitute the physical, economic, social
and cultural wherein families live”
- Hogger, 2006.

Natural Capital
Natural
Capital
Land
Resources

Findings

Analysis

Korkus have small land
holdings of around 4- 5 acres
jointly used by brothers for
farming.

They are completely dependent on land
for farming for generations. Farmlands
are located quite far from their homes.
Without land records, there is always
the danger of losing some part of the
Farmlands are depleting after land to encroachers.
every generation due to split in
holdings.
Korkus are dividing farmlands between
the younger generations and this has
There is no documentation miserably affected the agricultural
with the present generation for produce. With changing climatic
their land holdings.
patterns, risk of lower yields has
increased
and
only
subsistence
farming is accomplished.
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After the death of a parent ancestral
property is also not easily passed on to
the next generations in many cases as
they are unaware of paperwork needed
for transfer of property. Hence titles to
the land are unclear and lead to
property rights issues.
Water
Resources

Rivers and wells are drying up With less than adequate rainfall, rivers
each summer season
are drying sooner than expected.
With changing climate, rainfall Ground water tables have also depleted
patterns have changed and quickly and recharging is not adequate
become more irregular
due to less rainfall and excessive and
uncontrolled usage.
Wells used for irrigation have very low
water table, therefore the supply to the
crop is insufficient, thus affecting the
agricultural output.

Figure 10: Dry local river

Photo: Courtesy Green Globe Team
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Social and Physical Capital
Social and
Physical Capital
Family size

Collectives

Findings

Analysis

Average size of Korku
family is 7-10 members in
the family.

They have a tradition of staying
together in a joint family. However,
many are now breaking away into
nuclear families to avail benefits from
schemes like Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojna, pension scheme, etc. This has
reduced average landholding size.
SHGs are created to operate
community grain banks, in which
every member needs to deposit
specific portions of grains every month
and during monsoon season these
stocks are re-distributed. Normally
wheat and corn are stored in grain
banks.

In every household it is
common to find members
of the family being
involved in Self Help
Groups (SHGs).
There are also Kisan
Samuh (Farmer Collective
Groups) consisting of 10
to 15 members in one
group.

Schemes

Livestock

Other than Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojna and
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan,
most of the villagers are
unaware of schemes they
are entitled to.

Scarcity of water and food
for the livestock

However, less than 20% groups are
active. Most female members have
opened bank accounts, but they are
currently dormant as banks are
located far from the villages and
people cannot easily access the
accounts. Many female SHGs also do
not have the required documents or
awareness to open bank accounts.
Kisan Samuh or farmer collective
group lack knowledge on organic
farming and wise water management
techniques which will help in securing
better yields.
No knowledge of any other schemes
Post Open Defecation Free (ODF)
declaration, sustainability of toilet
usage has been a challenge as more
than 50% of the villagers are not using
the newly constructed toilets either
due to water unavailability or limited
awareness about sanitation and
hygiene.
Very few cattle are seen in Korku
villages due to scarcity of water and
animal fodder.
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Sources of
Drinking water
and Irrigation
Facilities

There is acute shortage of
safe drinking water
Most of the villages face
water shortages due to
depleting water tables.
Surface water sources are
limited and have become
seasonal in nature.
Private wells are being
used as a source of
irrigation.

Low adoption of
modern
technologies

Smokeless chulhas
(cookstoves) introduced by
NGOs

Handpumps and wells are the only
sources of drinking water, which is
known to cause many health issues
especially during the monsoon season.
Ground water is the chief source of
irrigation and drinking water.
Increased irrigation using
groundwater in the face of scanty
rainfall has led to rapid depletion of
water tables.
Villagers have to rely on diesel engines
to pump out water since electricity
supply is intermittent
Very few families have adopted
smokeless cookstoves provided by
local NGOs despite respiratory
impacts of traditional cookstoves on
women and children.
Small land holdings and poor
economic condition have also kept
Korkus away from farm
mechanization.

Figure 11: Village grain bank

Photo: Grain bank maintained by SHG member, Khalwa block (Courtesy Spandan Team)
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Human Capital
Forms of
Human
Capital
Skills

Findings

Analysis

Traditional
subsistence farming
and forest produce
gathering are the main
activities for
generations.

The younger generation has lost interest in
making traditional articles as there is no
demand in the local market and they have no
means to reach markets where traditional
handicrafts fetch value.

Korku families
traditionally make
wooden articles, metal
ornaments, farm tools
(wooden), ropes, cots
with woven bamboo
material, pickles etc.
Nutrition

Traditional diet of
these communities
consisted of forest
produce such as
musli, tendu leaves,
gond, cherronji,
mahua, kand, etc.
This diet is not
available anymore.
Anganwadi centres
(local schools) and
mid-day meals are one
source of nutrition for
mothers and children.
Their diet now mainly
consists of jowar,
corn, wheat, rice and
dal the yield of which
is dependent on
rainfall.

Health

Private health care
facilities are available.
Public facilities are far
and few. In addition,
Korkus still follow

New techniques for farming are not being used
which is resulting in stagnation of skill growth
in the field of agriculture.
There is no training infrastructure near Korku
villages to provide the youth and women with
new skills for farming or other livelihood
options.
Change in the diet away from dependence on
forest produce and hunting of wild animals to
relatively new crops and vegetarian diet is one
of the main reasons for severe malnutrition
among tribals. This is true for Korkus as well
as other tribes in the Melghat region.
However, through intervention from
government and civil society organizations
over decades, extent of malnutrition has
reduced. Yet, 18-20% children are still
malnourished in Khalwa block.
Dependence on rainfed agricultural crops for
nutrition has created food security problems
for adults in this community. Given the erratic
rainfall, agriculture yield is suffering every
year and enough food is not available for
families to maintain adequate nutrition,
possibly leading to health impacts for all and
learning deficiencies in children.
Few public health facilities are available in
Korku villages. Most families prefer to go to
private doctors as they are available at odd
hours and easily accessible. However, private
health care being expensive, in emergency
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traditional healing
practices

Education

In every household it
is common to see
students attending
local schools till
primary and
secondary school
Korku parents are not
very keen to complete
education of their
children since schools
imparting higher
education are far.
Technical job market
is also not developed
in nearby areas.
Hence, technical
education and skill
building of local youth
is not given priority.

cases, families go into debts while financing
treatment costs.
Korkus still believe in traditional forms of
healing. In every village, there is a person
called as Bhumka (elder person having
knowledge of traditional medicines) who
guides Padiyars (priests) for chanting mantras
to cure patients and pull up evil spirits. Such
practices, however, lead to health
complications and superstitions.
The students attend schools till primary and
secondary stage, mainly due to the
government policy of compulsory education.
Under this policy, teachers leniently evaluate
students and promote them to higher grades.
Beyond secondary school, students do not
pursue education as parents cannot afford
fees and travel costs.
As there are no jobs available locally, parents
further believe that education is a waste of
time.
In Nangotar village, for example, only 1-2
students from Korku community have
completed their graduation. However, they did
not find any jobs and are sitting at home and
working on farms. Such instances have
demoralised Korku parents as well as
students for pursuing higher education.
Some students choose to complete technical
courses from government recognized institutes
such as stitching, electrician course, plumbing,
etc., but fail to find jobs locally.

A Glimpse into the traditional skill sets of Korku tribes:
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Figure 12: Ornaments made by Korku ancestors

Photo: Ornaments displayed during Korku Festival in Khandwa (Courtesy Green Globe Team)

Figure 13: Farming equipment made by Korku ancestors

Photo: Equipment displayed during Korku Festival in Khandwa (Courtesy Green Globe Team)
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Figure 14: Healing rope embedded with nails

Photo: (Courtesy Green Globe Team)

Financial Capital
Forms of
Financial
Capital
Sources of
Income

Findings
Agriculture is the primary
source of income.
Migration happening to
towns and cities within MP
and other states due to
agriculture distress and

Access to
Banking

Male members in few
families have opened bank
accounts.
SHGs run by women are
trying to open bank
accounts.

Analysis
Due to water scarcity, Korku families
cannot depend on agriculture as their
main source of livelihood either as
farmers or as agricultural labour.
In the absence of technical skills and
alternative options, they are forced to
migrate and seek work on construction
sites etc.
Having a bank account alone does not
ensure access to banking services for
Korku families. Bank branches are often
located in distant places and accessing
them on a regular basis involves travel
costs.
For the SHGs run by women, opening a
bank account is absolutely necessary for
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handling their contributions or for
obtaining microfinance for their
activities. However, awareness about the
procedures required for opening
accounts is limited and many women
also do not have required documents for
the same.

Credit access

Savings

Formal as well as informal
credit access is limited

Korku families have
negligible savings with low
cash incomes and absence
of banking habit

Even for regular family accounts, the
process of opening a bank account is
fraught with difficulties for villagers as
they are required to produce a number of
documents and visit the banks often for
the same. This discourages people from
opening accounts.
Loan disbursements from formal sources
such as banks are delayed due to tedious
procedures requiring many documents.
Villagers avoid obtaining bank loans
either because they cannot put together
required documentation or the branches
are too far to access frequently.
Most villagers end up taking loans from
informal sources such as local
moneylenders or other families at much
higher interest rates.
Concept of regular savings is nonexistent for Korku families in the
absence of regular cash incomes. They
engage in subsistence farming which
leaves little cash in their hands. The only
source of money is migrants who send
money back to their families.
Savings at the community level is also
not very regular due to inactive self-help
groups.
Inaccessibility to the banks also
demotivates the villagers to create
savings in monetary terms by operating
the bank accounts regularly.
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Access to
Market

The villagers sell limited
agriculture produce in the
local market or to the
traders.

Famers do not have access to wholesale
markets as they produce lesser
quantities.
Large scale production from farming is
not possible as production is mainly for
subsistence and very less quantity is
available as market surplus. Land
holdings are very small and fragmented
and hence cannot support more
production.
Villagers also do not have access to
bigger market networks where they can
sell other allied produce or handicrafts.
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Key findings
•

Adequate policy and programme attention is not being given to
Korkus, as adequate and reliable demographic data are not available
on these tribes.

•

This tribe is highly dependent on subsistence farming and forest
produce.

•

They have been severely impacted by British era laws such as ban
on shifting cultivation and animal hunting and this has changed
their dietary pattern, leading to malnutrition among children and
adults.

•

Farming practiced by Korkus is totally dependent on rainfall, which
is erratic almost every year. This has led to acute shortage of water
for 5-6 months in a year. Hence, only a few crops can be cultivated
annually and they are largely useful for own sustenance very little
available for selling in the market.

•

During the seasons of acute water shortage, few members from each
family migrate to distant cities in search of employment and end up
on construction sites.

•

Political representation is also weak at State and National level.

•

Awareness about government schemes is very low.

•

There are no special schemes tailored specifically for Korku tribes.

•

Informal credit penetration is very high as villagers do not possess
appropriate documents to receive loan from banks.
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Key Interventions Identified
An integrated development approach is needed to sustain the community in a developing rural economy. Korkus are more
vulnerable to the changing rural economy and most of the members from the community are finding it difficult to to adapt
to new challenges. These tribes require urgent attention and support through different programmes across various thematic
areas as identified by our team. Key interventions along with the recommended scale and possible funding sources are given
in the table below. Green Globe team is keen to identify and work with CSR partners and NGOs to formulate and implement
these projects for the benefit of the Korkus.
No.

Thematic Area

1.

Integrated Water
shed and Land Use
Management

2.

Climate Smart
Agriculture

Activity

Recommended scale

Desilting and deepening of water
bodies, wells

20 villages per year, 1000
families, 4000 people

Recharging of bore wells

10 villages per year, 500
families, 2000 people

Possible sources of
funding
Funds under Corporate
Social Responsibility
(CSR) and convergence
of CSR with MNREGA
Convergence of CSR
funds with MNREGA

Constructing check dams

10 villages per year, 500
families, 2000 people

Convergence of CSR
funds with MNREGA

Laying of stone bunds to control
soil erosion

10 villages per year, 500
families, 2000 people

Convergence of CSR
funds with MNREGA

Introduction of climatically
suitable drought resistant crops

500 farmers per year

CSR and contribution
through farmers’
cooperative societies

Rejuvenation of nutrient dense
traditional crops

20 seed banks per year

CSR and women SHGs
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3.

4.

Allied Sectors

Social Innovation

Promotion of Organic farming
practice

500 farmers per year

CSR and contribution
through farmers’
cooperative societies

Horticulture plantation: Plantation
of papaya, gooseberry, guava,
lemon, drumstick, bamboo
plantation

Per village 50 beneficiaries
and total target 20 villages
per year.

Poultry

Per village 10-15
households

CSR and contribution
through farmers’
cooperative societies,
explore government
schemes
CSR and contribution
through farmers’
cooperative societies,
explore government
schemes

Goat rearing (Breeds promoted by
M.P. Govt. - Jamunapari, Sirohi)

Per village 5-10 households CSR and contribution
through farmers’
cooperative societies,
explore government
schemes

Setting up of Handicraft Hub

Handmade Bamboo
products

Setting up of Social Innovation
Cell at district level

1 Coordinator, 1
CSR funds
administrative assistant, 34 field experts and
volunteers

CSR funds
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5.

Non-Credit
Cooperatives

Formation of Farmers’ cooperative

500 farmers

Self-funded by farmers
with handholding from
NGO

Formation of Sector specific
cooperatives

50 farmers per cooperative

Self-funded by farmers

Vocational skills for the youthComputer training, mobile
repairing, tailoring, grooming and
personality development
Training Korku women to revive
the traditional art of making
handicrafts

25-30 beneficiaries per
village for training

CSR and tribal/ministry
of skill development
support

250-300 women in a year
from 20 villages

CSR and tribal/ministry
of skill development
support

Training to provide market
linkages

6.

Skill Building
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Green Globe is a collaborative effort to build unique partnerships of individuals and
organizations striving to be the change agents for Green, Clean, Sustainable, Affordable
and Innovative solutions for issues facing the humanity today. We seek to bring together
thought leaders in policy, practice and research arena to think globally and act locally.
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